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Biology Computes
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Cells execute programs: 

§ Genetic programs
§ Communication programs
§ Decision making
§ Signaling networks
§ Endosomal sorting
§ …

Trafficking Computes

Ivo F. Sbalzarini
Center of Systems Biology Dresden, Max Planck
Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics

The functioning of cells is intimately linked
to uptake, processing, and release of
a multitude of signals. Cellular trafficking
is key to this information processing,
involving localized biochemistry in
multiple dynamic compartments with
still-elusive molecular and biophysical
details. Concerted trafficking of chemical
signals between compartments allows
the cell to ‘‘compute,’’ i.e., to exchange
information and take decisions. But this
type of computation is fundamentally
different from that in human-made
computers.
Cellular trafficking has thus inspired the

theoretical concept of membrane
computing, also named ‘‘P-Systems’’
after G. P!aun. A membrane-computing
system, like the trafficking system in cells,
processes a multitude of signals in
parallel and in a distributed manner. It
consists of many membrane-bound
compartments, within which signals are
processed, and which are able to move,
fuse, and split, hence communicating.
This concurrent, stochastic processing is
conceptually different from the sequen-
tial, deterministic working of electronic
computers. Systems approaches such
as P-Systems may thus help address
questions so far unanswered: What can
a cell compute? Does the cellular traf-
ficking system have a defined state, or
does it probe multiple states at once?
Can we unravel the rules of its working
bywatching it with computational imaging
methods? The pioneering work by the No-
bel Laureates hence continues to inspire
questions and progress across discipline
boundaries.

Systematic SEC Biology

Maya Schuldiner
Weizmann Institute of Science

The isolation and characterization of the
SEC genes, partaking in secretion of
budding yeast proteins, were game
changers in cell biology. How could one
line of research, in a simplemodel system,
have such a profound effect on genera-
tions of biologists to come? First, Schek-
man’s studies uncovered the universal
underpinnings of the eukaryotic secretion
machinery. But even more remarkable
was that the discovered convergence
between the yeast and mammalian
machineries underscored the conserved
nature of cellular functions, turning yeast
into the best-studied model system for
cell biology.
The idea to systematically characterize

a pathway or process, which preceded
its time by 30 years and now lies at the
heart of the field of systems biology, is
what most sparks my personal passion
as a researcher. It is this aspect of Schek-
man’s work that drives my lab’s efforts
today, as we use systematic screening
approaches to uncover proteins impor-
tant for a variety of organellar functions.
But probably most importantly, the
quantum leap that Schekman, Rothman,
and Südhof made by taking the ‘‘black
box’’ of secretion and turning it into some-
thing that we can understand and manip-
ulate was magical. These scientists being
awarded the Nobel Prize reminds us that
we should never stop looking for that
magic as we pioneer forward in still-
uncharted scientific waters.

New Tools for Old Questions

Jingshi Shen
University of Colorado at Boulder

The now-established core engines of
vesicle trafficking are often controlled by
networks of regulatory factors to adjust
the rate and direction of membrane trans-
port according to physiological demands.
Such regulated vesicle trafficking plays
central roles in nearly every aspect of
human physiology. One prominent
example is insulin-triggered exocytosis
of the glucose transporter GLUT4, which
maintains our body’s glucose homeo-
stasis. It poses tremendous challenges
to dissect regulated trafficking pathways
because they exist only in highly special-
ized cells and because each pathway
engages a unique set of regulatory
factors.

Fortunately, nowadays we are armed
with panoply of new tools unimaginable
just a few years ago. In particular, induced
pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) have been
successfully programmed into a variety
of cell types in which regulated vesicle
trafficking can be probed using the
rapidly evolving genome-editing tools.
Even more excitingly, unbiased genetic
screens are finally possible in mammalian
cells with the isolation of multiple haploid
cell lines including iPSCs. Genome-wide
screens in these haploid cells hold great
promise in systematically identifying the
specialized machinery of regulated traf-
ficking pathways integral to human phys-
iology. Looking forward, I expect these
revolutionary technologies, combined
with existing biochemical and biophysical
approaches, to pave the path for the
next breakthroughs in vesicle trafficking
research.

Developmental Cell 27, December 9, 2013 ª2013 Elsevier Inc. 483
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Systems Biology
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It’s not about using computers to process biological data or to simulate 
biophysical models,  

but  

to understand the biological system itself as a computing process,  
reverse-engineer its “algorithms” and its “grammar”,
and be able to reprogram (re-engineer) it.

biological processes are inherently algorithms that nature has 
designed to solve computational problems. 
                                     algorithmsinnature.org
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Computing in Biology
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Computer science will be 
for 2020 biology what 

mathematics is for today’s 
physics.

Microsoft Report “2020 Science”
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Where and Why Computing in Biology?
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Amount of data / 
Reproducibility

Manual evaluation too slow 
or too unreliable

Complexity System behavior not 
apparent from description

Controllability Variables controllable

Observability Variables measurable

Ethics No living beings involved

Time/length scales Too big/small, slow/fast for 
experimental measurement
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Computational Challenges in Biological Systems
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Images: Wikipedia

• Hierarchical

• Regulated

• Complex shapes

• Non-equilibrium

• Nonlinear

• Coupled

• Plastic

So far: DescriptionGoal: System Dynamics
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Source Code??
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Bilder: Wikipedia

???
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Some Goals
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In order to understand the 
mechanistic working of biological 
systems, we also have to consider:

• Spatial organization and 
compartmentalization

• Temporal plasticity and dynamics

• Environmental influences

• Physics of interactions

• Regulatory mechanisms
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A Typical Workflow in Systems Biology
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experiment analysis

interpretation

raw data

processed

data

knowledge

Cell Biologists Computer Scientists

Cell Biology with and versus Computer Science

modelling 

and simulation

interpretation
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Particles: a Unifying Computational Framework

• Particle methods allow seamless treatment of continuous and 
discrete systems, both stochastically and deterministically 

• In discrete systems, particles often correspond to real-world 
entities (atoms in molecular dynamics, cars in traffic simulations) 

• In continuous systems, particles represent discretization points 
(fluid elements in flow simulations, mass in diffusion, etc.)

Examples:

10
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Particles: a Unifying Computational Framework
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discrete continuous

• Particles = real-world objects 
• Particle-particle interactions 

model physical (biological, 
financial, etc.) interactions 

• Macroscale mathematical 
models are not required 

• E.g.: molecular dynamics, 
agent-based models, Monte 
Carlo methods, etc.

• Particles = Lagrangian tracer 
points 

• Particle-particle interactions 
are designed such that the 
collective dynamics of the 
particles approximates a 
differential operator 

• E.g.: Vortex Methods, SPH, 
PSE, etc.

Particle-particle interactions can be deterministic or stochastic

Particles are computational elements, defined by their position 
and an arbitrary set of properties they carry.
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Talk Outline

Deterministic particle methods for multi-
resolution spatiotemporal simulations 
More efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
for mesoscopic simulations 
Particle-based bio-image processing 
A parallel middleware and domain-specific 
language for particle-mesh methods on 
heterogeneous parallel computers 
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Talk Outline

Deterministic particle methods for multi-
resolution spatiotemporal simulations 
More efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
for mesoscopic simulations 
Particle-based bio-image processing 
A parallel middleware and domain-specific 
language for particle-mesh methods on 
heterogeneous parallel computers 
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convect particles evolve particle strengths
dxp

dt
= u

transport equation: �f

�t
+� · (fu) = g

d�p

dt
= vpg

dvp

dt
= vp� · u

position 
volume 
strength

xp
vp

�p

Continuum Particle Methods 
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Differential Operators over Particles
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evolve particle strengths

transport equation: �f

�t
+� · (fu) = g

d�p

dt
= vpg

source term    often depends on 
derivatives of the field   , e.g. 

if    is diffused.

g = � · (��f)

g
f

f

evaluation of derivatives of    is crucialf
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x

f(x)

xq

�(x� xq)

��f

�x�

����
xq

�
� �

��
[f(xq)± f(x)]�(x� xq)dx

�
�

p

vp[f(xq)± f(xp)]�(xp � xq)

Degond & Mas-Gallic, The weighted particle method for convection-
diffusion equations. Part 1: The case of isotropic viscosity, Math. Comp. 53 
(188) (1989) 485-507


Eldredge et al., A general deterministic treatment of derivatives in particle 
methods, J. Comput. Phys. 180 (2002) 686-709

moment conditions on 
kernel function �

Schrader et al., J. Comput. Phys. 229:4159–4182, 2010.

� �q

The PSE Operator Approximation 
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Two Challenges:

• How to consistently approximate differential operators over 
scattered, irregular and inhomogeneous particle sets?  
 
B. Schrader, S. Reboux, and I. F. Sbalzarini. Discretization correction of general 
integral PSE operators in particle methods. J. Comput. Phys., 229:4159–4182, 
2010. 

• How many particles are needed to reach a certain solution 
accuracy and how should they be distributed? 
 
S. Reboux, B. Schrader, and I. F. Sbalzarini. A self-organizing Lagrangian particle 
method for adaptive-resolution advection–diffusion simulations. J. Comput. Phys., 
231:3623–3646, 2012.
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Particle Self-Assembly
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for transport problems with dynamically evolving resolution 
requirements 

take advantage of the freedom in particle distribution

Lagrangian Particle Method particle self-assembly 
(material science)

Adaptive-Resolution Method on Self-Assembling Lagrangian Particles
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Adaptive Resolution with Self-Assembly
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particle self-assembly 
(material science)

spacing
po

te
nt

ial

well-ordered adaptive-
resolution particle 
distribution by individually 
rescaling the pairwise 
interaction potentials

dynamic particle insertion/removal 
✦ fuse particles that are too close 
✦ insert particles if too few neighbors

Reboux et al., JCP, 2012.
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Example
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Figure 3.1: Adaptation of the particle distribution to the initial condition given in
Eq. (4.6). (a) Initial set of 800 uniformly randomly placed particles. (b) Particle
distribution after adaptation with D0 = 0.2 (N = 3027 particles, 7 gradient-descent
iterations). (c) Particle distribution after adaptation with D0 = 0.05 (N = 27631 par-
ticles, 21 gradient-descent iterations). Circles represent Dp (dashed) and rc,p (solid) for
a sample set of particles.
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Adaptation to a Gaussian pulse

Before: 800 randomly 
placed uniform particles
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Figure 3.1: Adaptation of the particle distribution to the initial condition given in
Eq. (4.6). (a) Initial set of 800 uniformly randomly placed particles. (b) Particle
distribution after adaptation with D0 = 0.2 (N = 3027 particles, 7 gradient-descent
iterations). (c) Particle distribution after adaptation with D0 = 0.05 (N = 27631 par-
ticles, 21 gradient-descent iterations). Circles represent Dp (dashed) and rc,p (solid) for
a sample set of particles.
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After 7 iterations: 27631 
particles as required to fully 

resolve the field
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Figure 4.1: Errors in function approximation (maxp
��fh (xp)� f (xp)

��, lower curve) and
in the approximation of the Laplacian (maxp

���hf (xp)��f (xp)
��, upper curve) for

the test function given in Eq. (4.1), plotted against the average inter-particle spacing
h =

⌃
|⇥| /N in 2D. Dashed lines indicate second- and fourth-order convergence.

with (x0, y0) = (0.5, 0, 75), c1 = 21.269446, and c2 = 0.16811704 by the divergence-free
velocity field

w = 2 cos (�t/T )

⇥
� sin2 (�x) sin (�y) cos (�y)
sin2 (�y) sin (�x) cos (�x)

⇤
(4.4)

in the computational domain ⇥ = [0, 1]2 with doubly periodic boundary conditions.
We simulate the time evolution of the advected field f up to final time T = 2.5. The
analytical solution at this final time is identical to the initial condition given in Eq. (4.3).
The maximum distortion of the field f occurs at t = T/2 and is shown in Fig. 4.2.

As in Bergdorf and Koumoutsakos [6], we use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta time
stepping scheme with a time step of �t = 0.025. Interpolation is performed using
fourth-order kernels (m = 4 in Eq. (2.6)) and the error is defined as

e (x) = (f (x, T )� f (x, 0)) ⇤f (x, T )⇤�1
⇥ . (4.5)

Figure 4.3 shows the L⇥ norm of e (x) as a function of the the average inter-particle
spacing h = 1/

⌅
N . The convergence is fourth-order, as expected. Quantitatively, the

errors are lower than or comparable to those published for the wavelet-particle method
[6] for the same test case.

4.3. Solid-body rotation with di�usion in 2D and 3D

As an advection-di⇤usion problem with known analytical solutions in both 2D and
3D, we consider the d-dimensional Gaussian pulse

f (x, 0) = exp

⌅
�Pe

|x� x0|2

4

⇧
, (4.6)

18
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Accuracy and Efficiency: Laplacian Approximation
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Figure 4.7: Maximum point-wise error versus average inter-particle spacing h = 1/
⌅
N

of the 2D Burgers equation at t = 0.1/Re for Re = 100 and m = 4; filled circles:
remeshed LPM, open circles: present method. The dashed line has slope 2.

The oil is pumped out at the four corners of the domain � = [�0.5, 0.5]2 and water
is injected at the origin x = 0. Using the same simplifications as Iske and Kaser [13],
we assume that the velocity field is stationary and given by v = �⇧p with

p =
4�

i=1

log (⇤x� ci⇤)� log (⇤x⇤) ,

as plotted in Fig. 4.8a.
At t = 0, u ⇥ 1 inside a disk of radius 0.02 centered at the injection well x = 0.

Equation (4.11) is then solved using the present method. Time integration is done using
forward Euler with a step size of dt = h2min/4. Particle distributions and saturation fields
at di⇥erent times are shown in Fig. 4.9. The particles mostly adapt to concentrate near
the steep water/oil front. The number of particles in the simulation grows from 373 to
7300 as the front elongates and propagates across the reservoir (see Fig. 4.8b).

5. Conclusions and Discussion

We have introduced an adaptive multi-resolution Lagrangian particle method where
the particles self-organize according to adaptation pseudo forces such as to approxi-
mately equi-distribute the numerical approximation error. This causes the total number
of particles in the simulation to approach the smallest number required to represent the
solution field with a given accuracy everywhere. In contrast to previous multi-resolution
particle methods, the present approach does not require any implicit or explicit map-
ping functions into a reference space of uniform resolution, nor does it require global
transforms or data structures. This makes it particularly well suited for implementation
on large-scale distributed-memory computers and for problems in complex geometries
or where the resolution requirements are not priorly known.

The present method relies on pairwise interaction potentials with provable ground
states according to which the particles self-organize in an energy minimization process.
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2nd order

Present method

Remeshed LPM

Reboux et al., JCP, 2012.
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Buckley-Leverett Benchmark
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For comparison, we also solve Eq. (4.9) using a remeshed LPM in the weak formu-
lation where particles have a volume and carry an extensive strength. Equation (4.9)
can be rewritten in conservative form as a transport equation for the quantity u with a
flow of velocity Reu/2:

�u

�t
+⇧ ·

�
Reu

2
u

⇥
= �u. (4.10)

The particles are initialized on the nodes of a uniform Cartesian mesh covering ⇥ with
a resolution of h. Advection with the velocity Reu/2 is performed using forward Euler
with a time step of dt = h2/4. After each time step, the particles are remeshed using
the M �

4 interpolation kernel with width � = h [19]. The di⇤usion term is computed on
the mesh using centered second-order finite di⇤erences.

Since no analytical solution is available for this problem, we use a numerical reference
solution computed on a 2048 ⇤ 2048 mesh using the remeshed LPM. A second-order
interpolation of this reference solution is used to compute point-wise errors at all particle
locations. The maximum of this point-wise error as a function of h = 1/

⌅
N is shown

in Fig. 4.7 at t = 0.1/Re for Re = 100. Convergence with the average inter-particle
spacing h is second-order in both cases. We use the present method with m = 4, such
that the DC-PSE operators have fourth order for interpolation and second order for the
approximation of the Laplacian. Time integration is done using forward Euler with a
time step dt = h2min/4, where hmin is the smallest distance between any two particles in
the domain.

The maximum number of particles used by the present method to achieve any given
error level in this case is about 8 times smaller than that of the remeshed LPM, inde-
pendent of the target error level. This ratio, however, depends on the solution itself and
increases as finer scales and steeper gradients develop.

4.5. The five-spot problem: 2D Buckeley–Leverett equation

As a real-world application we consider another two-dimensional nonlinear problem,
known as the five-spot problem or the waterflooding problem. This popular test case
for oil reservoir modeling describes the injection of a wetting fluid (water) at the center
of a porous medium initially saturated with a non-wetting fluid (oil). The oil is flushed
away by the pressurized water and sucked out from the four corners of the reservoir.
Details of this test case can be found, e.g., in Iske and Kaser [13]. When neglecting
gravity and capillary e⇤ects, the problem reduces to the (viscous) Buckeley–Leverett
equation

�u

�t
+ v ·⇧f (u) = ⇤�u (4.11)

for the water saturation u. Here, the flux function f is of the form

f(u) =
u2

u2 + µ (1� u)2
, (4.12)

where µ > 0 is the ratio of the two fluids’ viscosities. The artificial di⇤usion term on
the right-hand side of Eq. (4.11), with ⇤ > 0, is a standard regularization technique to
render the equation parabolic and guarantee the existence of smooth solutions.
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The Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER)
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The main biosynthetic organelle in 
Eukaryotes: Protein and lipid 

synthesis.

Enclosed by a contiguous membrane

Membrane

Figure: De Duve, Une visite guidée de la cellule vivante, 1987.

Figure: Purves et al., Life: The Science of Biology, W.H. Freeman. 

Lumen
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• Tag protein fluorescently

• Bleach region of interest  
with Laser

• Monitor influx of unbleached 
protein
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Multi-Scale Issue in FRAP
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• Discrepancy of scales: Observation of an integral 
quantity, averaged over Region Of Interest (ROI)

• ROI is larger than geometrical features of ER

• 2D projection or slice of the 3D object

Model needed to control the artifacts of the method 
and be able to correct for them!
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A Computational Solution
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Example Images
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Data: Helenius group, ETHZ

ss-GFP-KDEL 
VERO cells 
confocal microscope 
3D PSF measured
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3D Deconvolving Segmentation 

28

Data: Helenius group, ETHZ
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3D Reconstruction error

29

• Threshold

• Resolution of the 
microscope

19

Figure 5: Supplementary Material, Sbalzarini et. al.
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Figure 6: Supplementary Material, Sbalzarini et. al.
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a: Whole network, anisotropy 3

b: 4 × 4 × 3 closeup, anisotropy 1

Figure 4: Supplementary Material, Sbalzarini et. al.

Reconstruction error  
determined by:

Find optimal threshold in 
the computer

5.3 Calculations done with small, smallRAD and smallMU 49
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Figure 5.47: Plot of errors for smallMU, = 2

threshold total error hits missed excess disconnected objects

90.43 0.3782 0.9699 0.0301 0.3482 1

100.04 0.3248 0.9218 0.0782 0.2465 3

120.14 0.3000 0.7922 0.2078 0.0922 1

140.23 0.4547 0.5820 0.4180 0.0367 1

160.33 0.6405 0.3719 0.6281 0.0124 1

Table 5.14: Error listing

Figure 5.48: Three reconstructions with thresholds: 90, 110, 120
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Particle Method for Diffusion Simulations

31

Computational elements: Particles
with volumes      and property vector     :at locations

fp = (up,xp, . . .)

fpVp

(xp, Vp, fp), p = 1, . . . N
xp

Diffusion: 
Particles exchange MASS 
with their neighbors. 

Degond & Mas-Gallic, Math. Comput. 53:509. 1989.
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For (anisotropic) diffusion:

Degond & Mas-Gallic, Math. Comput. 53:509. 1989.

dup

dt
=

X

q 6=p

�✏(xp,xq,D, t)(uq � up)Vq

Eldredge et al., J. Comp. Phys. 180:686. 2002. 

Extension to any differential operator:

L�
hf(xp) ⇡

1
✏|�|

X

q

Vq (f(xq)± f(xp)) ⌘�
✏ (xp � xq)

Diffusion in space

Formulation of the diffusion operator on particles
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Lumen

Sbalzarini et al., Biophys. J. 89(3):1482. 2005.
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Simulation vs. Experiment
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Sbalzarini et al., Biophys. J. 89(3):1482. 2005.

⌫ = 34± 0.95 µm2/sD =?
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Beyond Experiments
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Sbalzarini et al., Biophys. J. 89(3):1482. 2005.
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A new method for solving PDEs on surfaces

36

Geometry representation
Level set: implicit surface M = {x :  (x) = 0}

 2 C

1 : x = (xi) 2 Rn !  (x) 2 R

Efficiency: store values only 
in the band     | | < 

Surface represented in space: 
ONE method

Why? 

n = r Surface normals:

Sethian, PNAS 93:1591. 1996.
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A new method for solving PDEs on surfaces
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@u

@t
= rM · (DrMu)

on the curved surface in the band around it

@u

@t
=

J

|r |r · (⇤ru)

Bertalmio et al., J. Comp. Phys. 174:759. 2001.

T =
✓
1� r ⌦r |r |2

◆
|r |Projection operator 

Diffusion on the membrane

⇤ = TD
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A new method for solving PDEs on surfaces
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A new method for solving PDEs on surfaces
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M
em

brane

Sbalzarini et al., Biophys. J. 90(3):1. 2006.
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Talk Outline

Deterministic particle methods for multi-
resolution spatiotemporal simulations 
More efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
for mesoscopic simulations 
Particle-based bio-image processing 
A parallel middleware and domain-specific 
language for particle-mesh methods on 
heterogeneous parallel computers 



1 : S1 �! S2

2 : S2 �! S3

3 : S3 �! S1

Scientific Computing for Systems BiologyIvo F. Sbalzarini

Representation of a reaction network:  
Dependency graph

• Each reaction in the network is a node 
• Edges indicate reactions that influence each other through 

changing concentration of reactants 
• Degree of coupling: maximum out-degree

Degree of coupling: 2

1

23

42
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Weak vs. strong coupling

1

23

1 : S1 �⇥ S2

2 : S2 �⇥ S3

3 : S3 �⇥ S1

1

2

3

4

1 : S1 �⇥ S2

2 : S2 �⇥ S3

3 : S3 �⇥ S4

4 : S4 �⇥ S1

• Weakly coupled networks: the maximum number of reactions 
influenced by any other reaction is independent of system size

Example: cyclic chain

Degree of coupling: 2
43

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009.
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Weak vs. strong coupling

• Strongly coupled networks: the maximum out-degree of the 
dependency graph increases with network size

Degree of coupling: 2N-4

Example: aggregation

1

2

3

4
1 2

3

45

6

1 : S1 + S1 �⇥ S2

2 : S1 + S2 �⇥ S3

3 : S1 + S3 �⇥ S4

4 : S2 + S2 �⇥ S4

1 : S1 + S1 �⇥ S2

2 : S1 + S2 �⇥ S3

3 : S1 + S3 �⇥ S4

4 : S1 + S4 �⇥ S5

5 : S2 + S2 �⇥ S4

6 : S2 + S3 �⇥ S5

44

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009.
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How stochastic simulations?

• Reaction network: N species, M reactions  
• Every reaction μ is described by its probability rate of firing: the 

reaction propensity aμ  
• aμ is a function of population of the reactants 

• Using all aμ‘s we sample 

- τ: Time to the next reaction 

- μ: Index of the next reaction 

time
t1 t2 t3 t4

45

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009.



aµe
�aµ⌧µ
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First reaction method - Gillespie 1976

O(M)  
operations

Choose minimum. 
Execute reaction 2  

τ1
τ2

τM

.

.

Sample τµ’s

time to reaction μ

pr
ob

ab
ilit

y

Update aμ’s
O(1) or O(M)  
operations

Update population

O(1)  
operations

46



• Don’t sample reactions using propensities 

• but the reaction partners using partial propensities

Scientific Computing for Systems BiologyIvo F. Sbalzarini

The Concept of Partial Propensities

+ Prod.

+ Prod.

There are at most N partners. 
Computation: O(N) << O(M) 

47

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009.
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The Partial Propensity Direct Method (PDM)

Reactant 1

0

N-2

N-1

N

Group

i

ΣN-2

Reaction partner

Sampling µ: 
search for the red 
and then the blue 

ball: O(N)

48

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009.
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Contributions

• There are two classes of chemical reaction networks 

• The class of the network determines the 
computational cost of SSAs

Cost of previous best

Partial-propensity

Degree of coupling Strong Weak

O(M)

O(N)

O(1)

O(1)

49

Ramaswamy et al., J Chem Phys, 2009, 2010, 2011.
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⌦ > ⌦12 h�⇤
1iss > h�⇤

2iss
⌦ = ⌦12 h�⇤

1iss = h�⇤
2iss

⌦ < ⌦12 h�⇤
1iss < h�⇤

2iss

Discreteness-Induced Concentration Inversion

Illustration of inversion

Critical reactor volume

The macroscopic description and the linear-noise approximation do not 
predict the correct ordering of average steady state concentrations 

below the largest critical volume  

Ramaswamy et al., Nat. Commun., 2012
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Talk Outline

Deterministic particle methods for multi-
resolution spatiotemporal simulations 
More efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
for mesoscopic simulations 
Particle-based bio-image processing 
A parallel middleware and domain-specific 
language for particle-mesh methods on 
heterogeneous parallel computers 
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A Particle Method for Image Processing

52

Our solution: Region Competition

Model: The method is a approximates the gradient and hence optimizes
any function.

Deformable representation: Discrete, explicit representation with labels
(colors) and particles:

0

0 1 2 3 4

1

2

3

5

A B C

Topological control with digital topology

Janick Cardinale (ETHZ) LeadNet Meegin, Berlin 08.05.2012 7 / 12

Cardinale, Paul, Sbalzarini, ITIP 2012.
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Parallelization over Particles
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Eyad Ebrahim, Master Student 2011.

GPU-Result (512× 512 × 12) 
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Piecewise Smooth Image Model
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Piece-wise smooth
Example

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Janick Cardinale (ETHZ) LeadNet Meegin, Berlin 08.05.2012 20 / 23

Cardinale, Paul, Sbalzarini, ITIP 2012.
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3D Piecewise Smooth Segmentation
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Topology

Estimating the number of regions? In the present work, if no prior
knowledge is available:

Splits/Handles decrease the energy and hence arise naturally during
optimization.

Data: Zebra-fish germ cells. Mohammad Goudarzi, University of Münster

Merging has to be handled separately since regions may touch and
compete (Movie).

Janick Cardinale (ETHZ) LeadNet Meegin, Berlin 08.05.2012 8 / 12

Cardinale, Paul, Sbalzarini, ITIP 2012.
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Whole-Embryo Image Analysis
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Known Topology - Examples

Nuclei segmentation:

A
B

A
B

C C

Data: Andy Oates’ Lab, MPI Dresden

Data-dependent skeletonization:

Janick Cardinale (ETHZ) LeadNet Meegin, Berlin 08.05.2012 9 / 12

Known Topology - Examples

Nuclei segmentation:

A
B

A
B

C C

Data: Andy Oates’ Lab, MPI Dresden

Data-dependent skeletonization:

Janick Cardinale (ETHZ) LeadNet Meegin, Berlin 08.05.2012 9 / 12

Data: Andy Oates, MPI-CBG

Cardinale, Paul, Sbalzarini, ITIP 2012.
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Talk Outline

Deterministic particle methods for multi-
resolution spatiotemporal simulations 
More efficient stochastic simulation algorithms 
for mesoscopic simulations 
Particle-based bio-image processing 
A parallel middleware and domain-specific 
language for particle-mesh methods on 
heterogeneous parallel computers 
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The Parallel Particle Mesh Library (PPM)
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Middleware implementation of particle-mesh abstractions.

Sbalzarini et al., J. Comput. Phys. 215:556. 2006. 

vector shared memory distributed memory single processor

Message Passing Interface (MPI)

Parallel Particle Mesh Library (PPM)

METIS FFTW

Fig. 16. Iso-surfaces of the vorticty (|ω| = 10) for t=5.0, 6.0, 9.0, 10.5, 12.0, and 14.2.
The surfaces are colored according to the magnitude of the vorticity components
perpendicular to the tube axes.

5 Summary

We have presented new Parallel Particle Mesh library ppm which provides
a general-purpose, physics-independent infrastructure for simulating contin-
uum physical systems using particle methods employing particle, mesh, and
hybrid particle-mesh algorithms. The design goals included ease of use, flexi-
bility, state-of-the-art parallel scaling, good vectorization, and platform inde-
pendence.

Ease of use was achieved by limiting the number of user-callable functions and
using generic interfaces and overloading for different variants of the same task.
The library has demonstrated its ease of use in the process of developing the
client applications presented in this paper. Within a few weeks, and without
library documentation, a single person could write and test a complete parallel
simulation application.

Flexibility and independence from specific physics was demonstrated by hav-
ing various simulation client applications. The library was successfully com-
piled and used on Intel/Linux, Apple G5/OS X, IBM p690/AIX, NEC SX-
5/SUPER-UX, and AMD Opteron/Linux.

Parallel scaling and efficiency were assessed in the test cases presented in Sec-
tion 4 of this paper. All applications showed parallel efficiencies comparable to
the present state of the art and favorable run-times on large systems. More-
over, vectorization as tested on the NEC SX-5 computer demonstrated the
suitability of the ppm library for vector architectures. Ongoing work involves
extension of the library to discrete atomistic, mesoscale and hybrid systems
as they are simulated by partile methods.

The absence of suitable parallel libraries has prevented so far the widespread

29

vector shared memory distributed memory single processor

PPM core PPM numerics

PETScMessage Passing interface (MPI)

Awile et al., Proc ICNAAM,  pp. 1313, 2010. 

Easy to use and efficient infrastructure 
for particle-mesh simulations on parallel computers.
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Prior Use of the PPM Library
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✦ Vortex methods for incompressible 
fluids → 10B particles, 16’384 
processors (BG/L), 62% efficiency1,2

✦ Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics for 
compressible fluids → 268M particles, 
128 processors, 91% efficiency3

✦ Particle diffusion → 242 processors, 
84%, up to 1B particles3

✦ Discrete element methods → 192 
processors, 40%, up to 122M particles4

✦ Molecular dynamics → 256 processors, 
63%, up to 8M particles5

7

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 3. Visualization of individual grains from direct DEM simulation of a sand avalanche down
an inclined plane. Initially, 120 000 grains with a void fraction of 0.468 and uniformly distributed
radii between 1.00 and 1.12 mm are equilibrated in a box of dimensions 740 × 200 × 8 mm. At time
0 the box is inclined at an angle of 31.2 ◦ and the right wall is removed. We show the flow of the
avalanche down the plane 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.6 seconds after removing the wall (a-f).

2. Daerr, A., Douady, S.: Two types of avalanche behaviour in granular media. Nature 399 (1999)
241–243

3. Douady, S., Andreotti, B., Daerr, A., Cladé, P.: From a grain to avalanches: on the physics of
granular surface flows. C. R. Physique 3 (2002) 177–186

4. Silbert, L.E., Ertaş, D., Grest, G.S., Halsey, T.C., Levine, D., Plimpton, S.J.: Granular flow
down an inclined plane: Bagnold scaling and rheology. Phys. Rev. E 64 (2001) 051302

5. Hunt, M.L.: Discrete element simulations for granular material flows: effective thermal conduc-
tivity and self-diffusivity. Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer 40(13) (1997) 3059–3068

6. de Gennes, P.G.: Granular matter: a tentative view. Rev. Mod. Phys. 71(2) (1999) 374–382
7. Douady, S., Andreotti, B., Daerr, A.: On granular surface flow equations. Eur. Phys. J. B 11
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Parallel Particle-Mesh Abstractions

60

Sbalzarini et al., J. Comput. Phys. 215:556. (2006) 
I. F. Sbalzarini, Intl. J. Distr. Systems & Technol. 1(2), 40 (2010)

Data abstractions

(a) particles (b) mesh (c) connections (d) topology

Particles Mesh Connections Topology

7.2. PPM ABSTRACTIONS
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Figure 7.2. Using the topology abstraction, the computational domain ⌦ is
decomposed and the sub-domains assigned to processors (upper panels). The
global mapping abstraction distributes particles, meshes, and connections across
the processors (represented by the graph) as specified by to the topology (lower-
left panel). The ghost get mapping abstraction creates ghost layers around
subdomains according to the topology and the boundary conditions (in the
example shown here, periodic boundary conditions).
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PPML: a domain-specific programming language
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  ! ... 
  global_var(st,integer,0) 
  add_arg(D_u,<#real(mk)#>,1.0_mk,0.0_mk,'Du_param','')   
  ppm_init() 

  U = create_field(1, "U") 

  topo = create_topology(bcdef) 
  
  c = create_particles(topo) 
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart)) 
  call random_number(displace) 
  displace = (displace - 0.5_mk) * c%h_avg * 0.15_mk 
  call c%move(displace, info) 
  call c%apply_bc(info) 
  global_mapping(c, topo) 

  discretize(U,c) 
  foreach p in particles(c) with positions(x) sca_fields(U) 
    U_p = 1.0 
  end foreach               

  map_ghost_get(c) 
  ! ...

operations providing a concise notation 
are implemented as macros

PPML is embedded in Fortran

foreach iterators provide generic
access to particles and mesh nodes

Reducing the knowledge gap by introducing a simple 
programming language for hybrid particle-mesh methods.
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From PPML to Executable

62

Fortran mixed with macros and 
“extensions”

foreach p in particles(pset) with  
sca_fields(w=field,dw=update) 

  dw_p = exp(w_p) 
end foreach

parse AST representation ppm_cg macro 
collection

ANTLR

Standard compilable Fortran 2003

call parts%get(field,w_wp_p,info) 

IF (info.NE.0) THEN 
  info = ppm_error_error 
  CALL ppm_error(ppm_err_sub_failed, & 
    "getting field for pset",caller, 74 , info) 
  GOTO 9999 
END IF 

call parts%get(update,dw_wp_p,info)

pre-process

IF (info.NE.0) THEN 
  info = ppm_error_error 
  CALL ppm_error(ppm_err_sub_failed, & 
    "getting field for pset",caller, 74 , info) 
  GOTO 9999 
END IF 

  do p=1,parts%Npart 
    dw_wp_p(p) = exp(w_wp_p(p)) 
  end do 

compile &
link with ppm

PPM client gfortran
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PPML Example: reaction-diffusion patterning
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• Gray-Scott reaction-diffusion system

• Spatial discretization using DC-PSE operators 

Gray Scott Reaction Di↵usion

August 13, 2010

The Gray-Scott reaction system is:

; �! U

U+ 2V �! 3V

V �! P

U �! ;

V �! ;

The corresponding reaction di↵usion equations to model the evolution of two morphogenic species in

2 dimensions are

@u

@t
= Du�u� uv2 + F (1� u),

@v

@t
= Dv�v + uv2 � (F + )v

where u(x, t), v(x, t) denote the space and time dependent concentrations of the species U and V .

Simulation were performed over a domain ⌦ 2 [0 2.5]2. The invariant parameters are as follows:

• Du = 2⇥ 10

�5
, Dv = 10

�5
.

• Final simulation time tf = 200000.

1
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Arguments & Init

Setup & Mapping

Initial Condition

Operators

Time loop

Right hand side

 create_neighlist(c)

  Lap = define_op(2, [2,0, 0,2], [1.0, 1.0], "Laplacian")
  L = discretize_op(Lap, c, ppm_param_op_dcpse,[order=>2,c=>1.0])

  o, nstages = create_ode([U,V], grayscott_rhs, [U=>c,V], rk4)
 

  t = timeloop()
    do istage=1,nstages
      ghost_mapping(c)
      ode_step(o, t, time_step, istage)
    end do
    print([U=>c, V=>c],1000 )
  end timeloop

  ppm_finalize()
end client  
 
rhs grayscott_rhs(U=>parts,V)
  get_fields(dU,dV)

  dU = apply_op(L, U)
  dV = apply_op(L, V)

  foreach p in particles(parts) with sca_fields(U,V,dU,dV)
    dU_p = D_u*dU_p - U_p*(V_p**2) + F*(1.0_mk-U_p)
    dV_p = D_v*dV_p + U_p*(V_p**2) - (F+k_rate)*V_p
  end foreach

end rhs

client grayscott
  integer, dimension(6) :: bcdef = ppm_param_bcdef_periodic
  integer, dimension(2) :: seed
  real(ppm_kind_double), dimension(:,:), pointer :: displace
  real(ppm_kind_double) :: noise = 0.0
  integer               :: istage = 1
  add_arg(k_rate,"real",1.0,0.0,'k_rate','React. param. k')
  add_arg(F,"real",1.0,0.0,'F_param','React. param. F')
  add_arg(D_u,"real",1.0,0.0,'Du_param','Diffusion const U')
  add_arg(D_v,"real",1.0,0.0,'Dv_param','Diffusion const V')

  ppm_init()

  U = create_field(1, "U")
  V = create_field(1, "V")

  topo = create_topology(bcdef)
  c = create_particles(topo)
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart))
  call random_number(displace)
  displace = (displace - 0.5) * c%h_avg * 0.15
  call c%move(displace, info)
  call c%apply_bc(info)
  call c%set_cutoff(4.0 * c%h_avg, info)

  global_mapping(c, topo)

  discretize(U,c)
  discretize(V,c)  
  ghost_mapping(c)  

  foreach p in particles(c) with positions(x) sca_fields(U,V)
    U_p = 1.0
    V_p = 0.0
    if (((x_p(1) - 0.5)**2 + (x_p(2) - 0.5)**2) .lt. 0.01) then
      call random_number(noise)
      U_p = 0.5  + 0.01*noise
      call random_number(noise)
      V_p = 0.25 + 0.01*noise
    end if
  end foreach
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Arguments & Init

Setup & Mapping

Initial Condition

Operators

Time loop

Right hand side

 create_neighlist

  Lap = 
  L = discretize_op

  o, nstages = 
 

  t = timeloop
    do istage=1,nstages
      ghost_mapping
      ode_step
    end do
    print
  end timeloop

  ppm_finalize
end client 
 
rhs grayscott_rhs(U=>parts,V)
  get_fields

  dU = 
  dV = 

  foreach
    dU_p = D_u*dU_p - U_p*(V_p**2) + F*(1.0_mk-U_p)
    dV_p = D_v*dV_p + U_p*(V_p**2) - (F+k_rate)*V_p
  end foreach

end rhs

client grayscott
  integer, dimension(6) :: bcdef = ppm_param_bcdef_periodic
  integer, dimension(2) :: seed
  real(ppm_kind_double), dimension(:,:), pointer :: displace
  real(ppm_kind_double) :: noise = 0.0
  integer               :: istage = 1
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg

  ppm_init

  U = create_field
  V = create_field

  topo = 
  c = create_particles
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart))
  call random_number(displace)
  displace = (displace - 0.5) * c%h_avg * 0.15
  call c%move(displace, info)
  call c%apply_bc(info)
  call c%set_cutoff(4.0 * c%h_avg, info)

  global_mapping

  discretize
  discretize
  ghost_mapping

  foreach
    U_p = 1.0
    V_p = 0.0
    if (((x_p(1) - 0.5)**2 + (x_p(2) - 0.5)**2) .lt. 0.01) then
      call random_number(noise)
      U_p = 0.5  + 0.01*noise
      call random_number(noise)
      V_p = 0.25 + 0.01*noise
    end if
  end foreach

 U = create_field(1, "U")
  V = create_field(1, "V")

  topo = create_topology(bcdef)
  c = create_particles(topo)
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart))
  call random_number(displace)
  displace = (displace - 0.5) * c%h_avg * 0.15
  call c%move(displace, info)
  call c%apply_bc(info)
  call c%set_cutoff(4.0 * c%h_avg, info)

  global_mapping(c, topo)

  discretize(U,c)
  discretize(V,c)  
  ghost_mapping(c)  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Arguments & Init

Setup & Mapping

Initial Condition

Operators

Time loop

Right hand side

 create_neighlist

  Lap = 
  L = discretize_op

  o, nstages = 
 

  t = timeloop
    do istage=1,nstages
      ghost_mapping
      ode_step
    end do
    print
  end timeloop

  ppm_finalize
end client 
 
rhs grayscott_rhs(U=>parts,V)
  get_fields

  dU = 
  dV = 

  foreach
    dU_p = D_u*dU_p - U_p*(V_p**2) + F*(1.0_mk-U_p)
    dV_p = D_v*dV_p + U_p*(V_p**2) - (F+k_rate)*V_p
  end foreach

end rhs

client grayscott
  integer, dimension(6) :: bcdef = ppm_param_bcdef_periodic
  integer, dimension(2) :: seed
  real(ppm_kind_double), dimension(:,:), pointer :: displace
  real(ppm_kind_double) :: noise = 0.0
  integer               :: istage = 1
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg

  ppm_init

  U = create_field
  V = create_field

  topo = 
  c = create_particles
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart))
  call random_number(displace)
  displace = (displace - 0.5) * c%h_avg * 0.15
  call c%move(displace, info)
  call c%apply_bc(info)
  call c%set_cutoff(4.0 * c%h_avg, info)

  global_mapping

  discretize
  discretize
  ghost_mapping

  foreach
    U_p = 1.0
    V_p = 0.0
    if (((x_p(1) - 0.5)**2 + (x_p(2) - 0.5)**2) .lt. 0.01) then
      call random_number(noise)
      U_p = 0.5  + 0.01*noise
      call random_number(noise)
      V_p = 0.25 + 0.01*noise
    end if
  end foreach

 create_neighlist(c)

  Lap = define_op(2, [2,0, 0,2], [1.0, 1.0], "Laplacian")
  L = discretize_op(Lap, c, ppm_param_op_dcpse,[order=>2,c=>1.0])

  o, nstages = create_ode([U,V], grayscott_rhs, [U=>c,V], rk4)

 

PPML: A DSL for Parallel Particle-Mesh Simulations
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Arguments & Init

Setup & Mapping

Initial Condition

Operators

Time loop

Right hand side

 create_neighlist

  Lap = 
  L = discretize_op

  o, nstages = 
 

  t = timeloop
    do istage=1,nstages
      ghost_mapping
      ode_step
    end do
    print
  end timeloop

  ppm_finalize
end client 
 
rhs grayscott_rhs(U=>parts,V)
  get_fields

  dU = 
  dV = 

  foreach
    dU_p = D_u*dU_p - U_p*(V_p**2) + F*(1.0_mk-U_p)
    dV_p = D_v*dV_p + U_p*(V_p**2) - (F+k_rate)*V_p
  end foreach

end rhs

client grayscott
  integer, dimension(6) :: bcdef = ppm_param_bcdef_periodic
  integer, dimension(2) :: seed
  real(ppm_kind_double), dimension(:,:), pointer :: displace
  real(ppm_kind_double) :: noise = 0.0
  integer               :: istage = 1
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg
  add_arg

  ppm_init

  U = create_field
  V = create_field

  topo = 
  c = create_particles
  allocate(displace(ppm_dim,c%Npart))
  call random_number(displace)
  displace = (displace - 0.5) * c%h_avg * 0.15
  call c%move(displace, info)
  call c%apply_bc(info)
  call c%set_cutoff(4.0 * c%h_avg, info)

  global_mapping

  discretize
  discretize
  ghost_mapping

  foreach
    U_p = 1.0
    V_p = 0.0
    if (((x_p(1) - 0.5)**2 + (x_p(2) - 0.5)**2) .lt. 0.01) then
      call random_number(noise)
      U_p = 0.5  + 0.01*noise
      call random_number(noise)
      V_p = 0.25 + 0.01*noise
    end if
  end foreach

rhs grayscott_rhs(U=>parts,V)
  get_fields(dU,dV)

  dU = apply_op(L, U)
  dV = apply_op(L, V)

  foreach p in particles(parts) with sca_fields(U,V,dU,dV)
    dU_p = D_u*dU_p - U_p*(V_p**2) + F*(1.0_mk-U_p)
    dV_p = D_v*dV_p + U_p*(V_p**2) - (F+k_rate)*V_p
  end foreach

end rhs 

PPML: A DSL for Parallel Particle-Mesh Simulations
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Performance

Gray-Scott model PPML code of right-hand side

66 PPML vs. 560 Fortran lines for the complete simulation code

Simulation with 105 particles. Turing patterns after 40,000 time steps.

@U

@t
= DUr2U � UV 2 + f(1� U)

@V

@t
= DV r2V + UV 2 � (f + k)V

rhs grayscott_rhs (U=>parts, V) 
  get_fields (LU, LV) 
  LU = apply_op(L, U) 
  LV = apply_op(L, V) 
  foreach p in particles (parts) with sca_fields (U,V,LU,LV) 
    LU_p = D_u∗LU_p - U_p∗(V_p∗∗2) + f∗(1.0 - U_p) 
    LV_p = D_v∗LV_p + U_p∗(V_p∗∗2) - (f + k)∗V_p 
  end foreach 
end rhs

Parallel efficiency

0.21s wall clock time per iteration with 106 particles
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Molecular Dynamics with PPML

The Lennard-Jones potential

VLJ(r) = 4✏

⇣�
r

⌘12
�

⇣�
r

⌘6
�

VLJtrunc(r) =

(
VLJ(r)� VLJ(rc) , r  rc
0 , r > rc

PPML code for initialization

topo = create_topology(bcdef,ghost_size=<#cutoff + skin#>) 
parts = create_particles(topo,ghost_size=<#cutoff + skin#>) 
global_mapping(parts, topo) 

v = create_property(parts, ppm_dim, "velocity",zero=true) 
F = create_property(parts, ppm_dim, "force",zero=true) 
dx = create_property(parts, ppm_dim, "displace",zero=true) 

ghost_mapping(parts) 

nlist = create_neighlist(parts,cutoff=<#cutoff#>,skin=<#skin#>)

126 PPML vs. 516 Fortran lines for the code

Speedup and efficiency with 8 processes per node

speedup parallel efficiency

1.43s wall clock time per iteration with 106 particles
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A Graphical Programming Environment for PPML7.6. A VISUAL PROGRAMMING INTERFACE FOR
PPM

Figure 7.4. The main webCG interface. On the left, the block list and property
editor view are seen. On the top, the main menu bar and the project title are
placed. The interface is dominated by the SVG block-diagram editor.

handle the SVG object model. This allows us to capture and process user
interactions with the diagram editor. Furthermore, we implement a cus-
tom SVG widget-rendering engine for updating the diagram’s block and
wiring widgets. The wires connecting the blocks are rendered by a simple
auto-routing routine so that they don’t cross other widgets.

Data model The client maintains a graph data structure that is updated
according to the manipulations performed on the block diagram. Each
PPML type instance or operation is represented by a graph vertex that
carries attributes. Attributes are set by the user through the user interface
and parameterize the code generation of the associated vertex. The vertices
are connected by directed edges that represent the data-flow wires. An edge
e(v

i

, v
j

) establishes a “happens before” relationship between vertices v
i

and
v
j

. In order to generate PPML code, this graph is traversed in topological
order. Whenever the order of two vettices cannot be resolved, the position
of the corresponding diagram blocks along the vertical axis of the canvas
is used.

139

CHAPTER 7. THE PARALLEL PARTICLE MESH
LANGUAGE

(a) (b)

Figure 7.5. WebCG views showing the build process of a PPML client (a) and
the status of running PPM simulation jobs (b).

Server communication The web client communicates with the server via
a stateless and asynchronous HTTP protocol offered through the server
API. This allows the web client to remain responsive when waiting for the
server to complete an operation. The data returned from the server are
checked for errors, and invalid server responses are reported to the user.

7.6.1.2. Server-side architecture

The server is implemented in Ruby using the Sinatra web-application frame-
work. PPML clients and PPM jobs are stored and handled using the server
file system based storage. No additional overhead for setting up and main-
taining a database is hence required. The server’s HTTP API covers all
expected operations from project listing, loading, and deleting, to building
and executing PPM clients. Each PPM client is executed in a separate
thread in order to ensure that the server remains responsive. Even though
the current implementation directly executes PPM clients, it can be ex-
tended to use a cluster job scheduler.

7.7. Summary and Conclusions

PPML is a domain-specific language (DSL) for parallel hybrid particle-
mesh methods: it is based on the Parallel Particle Mesh (PPM) library

140

APPENDIX C. A WEBCG PPML SHOWCASE

Figure C.4. A double-loop iterates over time steps and integrator stages calling
the ODE step operation at each stage.

186
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Brain electromagnetism

71

Solve the quasi-stationary Maxwell equations on particle 
distributions adapted to head/brain geometries from CT/MRI scans

Solve the forward problem for EEG/MEG source localization.
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Biomechanics

72

Equilibrium shape of an Erythrocyte

Simulating the 
biomechanics of lipid 

membranes using particle 
phase field methods
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Imagine…
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Research Topics @MOSAICgroup

• Scientific Computing: multiscale numerical simulation 
algorithms that can handle biological complexity  
—> Particle Methods

• Computer Graphics: real-time VR of distributed 3D microscopy 
and simulation data

• Computer Vision: bio-image segmentation using particles

• Embedded Systems: Controllers for real-time microscopes

• High-Performance Computing: PPM Library

• Programming languages and Compilers: PPML

• Theory: Automata and information theory of cellular and 
biochemical information processing
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